The Syhunt Breach solution maps and displays details about data leaks
on the Surface, Deep and Dark layers of the web that affect your
organization, including file and credential exposures, and allows you to perform scored analysis of
breaches, forensic analysis of logs and breach prevention. Covering domains from all over the globe,
Syhunt Breach is powered by a database generated by the Presta AI combined with our human intelligence.

BREACH HUNTING

REPORT WITH BREACH SCORE

Performs a check powered by a regularly updated

Generates comprehensive PDF and HTML reports

databases that covers various types of data leaks and

containing all the details about the identified data leaks,

breaches, including:

charts, statistics, comparisons and references

From surface to dark web: file exposures, password leaks

Includes Breach Score, a score based on identified leaks

and past security incidents.

and incidents related to your Internet domains.

Leaks related to over 58 million domains globally,

Allows multi-domain score comparison, taking into

including those related to ransomware attacks (amounting

account records from the last 5 to 15 years.

to over 150 terabytes).
Over 5 billion leaked passwords.

BREACH PREVENTION & MORE

Comes with user and command-line interface, as well as
integrations (Jenkins, JIRA, Powershell, and more).
Works on-premise (offline or hybrid mode). The online
mode auto-downloads encrypted domain breach
information from cloud-based servers, while the offline
mode allows to obtain an encrypted file copy of the
breaches through a secure channel.
Licensed per domain with bulk discount available - you or
your organization must own the domain to obtain full
access to details about any identified leaks associated
with it.
Supports domains from North America, South America,
Europe, Africa, Asia and Oceania, and international

Having an active Syhunt Breach license gives your
organization access to the following additional tools and
services:
Breach Hardening: yearly access to breach prevention
tools Syhunt Dynamic and Syhunt Code Web. Available at
no additional cost.
Syhunt Forensic: exposes the source, the type and the
methods used to compromise web apps through logs.
Takedown of online content that infringes your copyright
can be activated through the Syhunt Takedown Service at
a 30 percent discounted price. Only charged after a
successful takedown.

domains.
Includes 1 seat and 1 year of technical support, upgrades
and breach intelligence.

For more information about Syhunt, visit:

www.syhunt.com

